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Co-Chairs Beyer and McKeown and Co-Vice Chairs Boquist and Bentz:
The Bend MPO supports the overall bill and appreciates the work of the Joint
Committee to develop a truly multi-modal transportation funding package that
will benefit all Oregonians.
We are encouraged by the forward thinking of the Legislature to provide the
opportunity to form a Congestion Relief District. This is a new and innovative
funding opportunity for the state’s metropolitan areas. The draft bill lays out a
process to form a district and develop a plan, including a state legislative
process.
We ask for flexibility in this program by giving us the opportunity to work
directly with the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) to implement our
plan and to forego a potentially lengthy legislative process. A rigorous
process with the OTC would insure accountability and allow us to move
forward more quickly. We already have potential revenue sources in place,
including two urban renewal districts and system development charges which
could provide local match against funds collected through the proposed
privilege tax. As one of the fastest growing metropolitan areas in the United
States, we are ready to move forward on our high priority projects now, not
several years from now. We ask that you allow us to quickly move forward
so we can begin building the transportation system needed to serve our
residents and businesses today and into the future. Our projects are critical
for economic development, congestion relief, the movement of freight, and
system resiliency.
Like many areas, we face significant challenges to preserve and maintain our
transportation system. Over time, the bill would provide significant new
revenues that would allow us to begin addressing this backlog and improve
our transportation system. Maintaining and improving our transportation
system is critical to our rapidly growing population and the local, regional and
statewide economies.

The bill includes dedicated safety funding. We have benefited from ODOT's safety program over
the past few years and look forward to the continued improvement of our transportation system
so it is safe for all users.
Bend's rapid growth includes large numbers of families. The draft bill includes dedicated
funding for the Safe Routes to Schools program that would help improve accessibility to many of
our schools.
The public transportation system in Bend is relatively new and is becoming an integral part of
our region's transportation system. The revenue generated through the bill for public
transportation would help address some of our challenges to not only operate the existing
system but to allow it to expand and better serve our rapidly growing population and economy,
including the OSU Cascades campus.
The Bend area has benefitted tremendously from the Connect Oregon program, particularly with
significant investments at the Bend airport. The Bend airport is one of the busiest airports in Oregon.
The airport not only serves general aviation, but it also functions as an employment center. We have
been able to use relatively small amounts of Connect Oregon funding to successfully leverage
significant amounts of FAA funding. To meet the growing use of the airport, our next major capital
projects include lengthening our runways and constructing an operations tower. Future Connect
Oregon funding will be crucial as we work to implement those projects.
Thank you again for providing this opportunity to comment on the draft transportation bill. This draft
bill is landmark legislation that lays out a vision and path forward for the next decade.
Please contact me if you have any questions.
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